ANIMAL BITE REPORT

BITE INFORMATION

BITE DATE:  TIME:

- DOG TO HUMAN
- DOG TO CAT
- DOG TO DOG
- CAT TO HUMAN

WHERE DID THIS HAPPEN?:

- DOG
- CAT
- PUPPY
- KITTEN

ANIMAL NAME:  BREED

SIZE:  COLOR:

GENDER:

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES:

BITE ANIMAL OWNER (IF KNOWN)

NAME:
ADDRESS:
PHONE:

BITE VICTIM INFORMATION

HUMAN  ANIMAL

NAME:  AGE:

ADDRESS:
PHONE  EMAIL:

WHERE ON THE BODY, DID THE BITE(S) OCCUR:

   Please check all that apply
   Punctures  Scratches  Lacerations  Broken Bones  Multiple Bites
   Stitches  Number of Stitches

In your own words, what happened?

FOR INTERNAL USE

ANIMAL ID  OWNER ID  ACTIVITY #  BITE #  VICTIM ID